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NEW QUESTION: 1
An LTM device is load balancing telnet and ssh applications in
a client/server environment experiencing significant packet
delay.
Which setting in the TCP profile should reduce the amount of
packet delay?
A. increase Maximum Segment Retransmissions
B. enable Proxy Maximum Segment
C. disable Nagle's Algorithm
D. disable Bandwidth Delay
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
What can you do by creating a new Requirement Type? (Select
two.)
A. associate the new requirement with a Cycle
B. define new requirement coverage status
C. define which fields are required
D. define a new KPI
E. define a Rich Text Template
Answer: C,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
Since AWS is a public cloud any application hosted on EC2 is
prone to hacker attacks. It becomes extremely important for a
user to setup a proper security mechanism on the EC2 instances.
A few of the security measures are listed below:
Always keep the OS updated with the latest patch
Always create separate users with in OS if they need to connect
with the EC2 instances, create their keys and disable their
password Create a procedure using which the admin can revoke
the access of the user when the business work on the EC2
instance is completed. Lock down unnecessary ports.
Audit any proprietary applications that the user may be running

on the EC2 instance Provide temporary escalated privileges,
such as sudo for users who need to perform occasional
privileged tasks The IAM is useful when users are required to
work with AWS resources and actions, such as launching an
instance. It is not useful to connect (RDP / SSH) with an
instance.
http://aws.amazon.com/articles/1233/
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